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A new molecular beam resonance method using separated oscillating 6elds at the incident and emergent
ends of the homogeneous field region is theoretically investigated in this paper. An expression is obtained
for the quantum mechanical transition probability of a system between two states when the system is sub-
jected to such separated oscillating 6elds. This is numerically averaged over the molecular velocity distri-
bution and provides the theoretical shape of the resonance curves. It is found that resonances with such a
technique have a theoretical half-width only 0.6 as great as those by conventional molecular beam resonance
methods. In addition to producing sharper resonance minima, the new method has its resonances much less
broadened by inhomogeneities of the 6xed field, it makes possible resonance experiments in regions into
which an oscillating Geld cannot be introduced, and it is more convenient and effective with short wave-
length radiation.

1. INTRODUCTION
'

N all previous molecular beam resonance experi-
~ ~ ments, '—' the oscillating 6elds which induce the
transitions are extended approximately uniformly
throughout the regions in which the energy levels of the
system are investigated. This, however, is not neces-
sarily the most advantageous method of applying the
oscillating 6eld since more useful curves for many
purposes can often be obtained if the amplitude and
phase of the oscillating 6eld are varied along the path
of the beam, ' A particular arrangement that is more
advantageous in many cases is one in which the oscil-
lating 6eld is confined to a small region at the beginning
of the space in which the energy levels are being studied
and to another small region at the end, there being no
oscillating 6eld in between. This case is investigated in
detail theoretically in the present paper.

It is superficially surprising that information can be
obtained about the energy levels of a molecule in a
region of space without the radiation field inducing the
transitions being extended throughout that region.
However, by considering the Fourier analysis of an
oscillating 6eld on for a time ~, oG for a time T, and
on again for a time ~, one can see that the method of
separated oscillating 6elds produces transitions at fre-
quencies corresponding to the energy levels in the inter-
mediate region in which no oscillating Geld exists.
Alternatively this can be seen by considering certain
simple examples.

The simplest special case is t;hat of a magnetic
moment associated with such a large angular momentum
that the problem can be treated classically. Consider
that such a magnetic moment enters a region of a fixed

strong homogeneous magnetic field at the entrance and
exit ends of which a weak magnetic 6eld perpendicular
to the 6xed 6eld rotates about an axis parallel to the
fixed field. The rotating magnetic 6eld then supplies a
torque perpendicular to the magnetic moment which
will cause the angular momentum to be reoriented with
a change in the angle p between the angular momentum
and the fixed 6eld. If the rotating field is not approxi-
mately of the same magnitude and direction as the
Larmor precession, the angle P successively increases
and decreases, resulting in little net change. On the
other hand, if the two rotational frequencies are ap-
proximately the same, the sects are cumulative, re-
sulting in an appreciable change in p as in the theory
of the "sleeping" top or of the normal molecular beam
resonance method. ' If the angular momentum is
initially parallel to the fixed field so that @ is equal to
zero initially, it is possible to select the magnitude of
the rotating Geld to be such that &=90' at the end of
the 6rst oscillating region. While in the region with no
oscillating field, the magnetic moment simply precesses
with the Larmor frequency appropriate to the magnetic
field in that region.
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FIG. 1. Transition probability as a function of frequency near
8 resonance. I.=distance between oscillating Geld regions. a=most

probable molecule velocity. v=oscillator frequency. New
method with maximum transition probability. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Same with
one-third the strength of oscillating 6eld. ———Previous method
with maximum transition probability.
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When the magnetic moment enters the second oscil-
lating fieM region there is again a torque acting to
change @. If the frequency of the rotating field is
exactly the same as the mean Larmor frequency in the
intermediate region there is no relative phase shift
between the angular momentum and the rotating field.
Consequently, if the magnitude of the second rotating
held and the length of time of its application are equal
to those of the first region, the second rotating field has
just the same e6ect as the first one, i.e., increases p by
another 90', making $=180', corresponding to a com-
plete reversal of the direction of the angular momentum.
On the other hand, if the field and the Larmor fre-
quencies are slightly di6'erent so that the relative phase
angle between the rotating field vector and the pre-
cessing angular momentum is changed by 180' while
the system is passing through the intermediate region,
the second oscillating field has just the opposite eGect
to the first one, with the result that P is returned to
zero. If the Larmor frequency and the rotating field
frequency diGer by just such an amount that the rela-
tive phase shift in the intermediate region is exactly
an integral multiple 360', P will again be left at 180'
just as at exact resonance. However, in a molecular
beam resonance experiment one can easily distinguish
between exact resonance and the other cases by the
fact that in the former case the condition for no change
in the relative phase of the rotating field and of the
precessing angular momentum is independent of the
molecular velocity, whereas in the other cases the con-
dition for an integral multiple of 360' relative phase
shift is velocity dependent since a slower molecule is in
the intermediate region longer and so experiences a
greater shift than a faster molecule. Consequently, for
the molecular beam as a whole, the reorientations are
incomplete in all except the resonance cases. Therefore,
one would expect a resonance curve similar to that shown
in Fig. 1, in which the transition probability for a
particle of spin ~ is plotted as a function of frequency.

2. TRANSITION PROBABILITIES

Consider a molecular system which at time t~ enters
a region where it is subjected to an oscillatory per-
turbation which induces transitions between two
molecular energy eigenstates p and ct, for neither of
which states there can be transitions to any other state
while the system is subjected to the perturbing field.
Assume the perturbation V is of such a form that

V~, = &be'"', V,„=hbe ' ', V„„=V„=O. (1)

+(t) =C,(t)e.+C,(t)a. (2)

The Schrodinger time dependent equations reduce to

Such a perturbation arises, for example, if the transi-
tions of a system containing magnetic moments are
induced by a magnetic field rotating with angular
velocity ur about the axis of quantization. Then if

the forms

ihC„(t) = W„C,(t)+hbe*"'C, (t),

ihC, (t) = hbe *"'C-„(t)+W,C,(t).
(3)

C„(t,+T) = exp( —i(W„/h) T)C~(tc),

C,(t,+T) = exp( —i(W,/h) T)C,(t&).

Consider a molecule on which the perturbation (1)
acts while the molecule goes a distance / in time 7. after
which it enters a region of length I. and duration T in
which b is zero, after which it is again acted on by the
perturbation for a time v-. To achieve greater generality,
corresponding to the experimental impossibility of at-
taining completely uniform magnetic fields, assume that
the energies of the states p and ct are not constant in
the intermediate region where b is zero, but that the
region is divided into a number of sub-regions such that
in the k'th sub-region of duration AtI, the energies are
8'„ I, and 8; I,. Then if t is taken to be zero when the
first perturbation begins to act, and if

C„(0)= 1, C,(0)=0,

successive applications of (4) and (6) yield

C~(r) = [i cos8 sin-', ar+cos-,'ar]
exp{i[,'ce (W„-+W—,)/2h]r }, (Sa)

C,(r) = [ i sin8 si—n-', ar]
exp{i[ ', cd (W—„+-W—q)/2hjr}, (Sb)

C„(r+T) = Ifc,[exp( —iW„, c,t», tl,/h)] C,(r)
= {exp[ (c'/h)Q„—W„ I Ate] } C„(r).
= [exp(—iW, T/h)7 C,(r),

C,(r+T) = [exp( —iW, T/h)] C,(r),

(Sc)

(Sd)

C„(2r+T)= {[i cos8 sin2ar+cos2ar] C~(r+ T)
[i sin8 sin-', ar. expicv(r+ T)]-

C,(r+T} exp {i[2co
—(W~+ Wq)/2h]r, (Se)

If at time t, , C„, and C, had the values C„(t~) and
C, (tq) respectively, the solution of (3) at time tq+T
subject to this initial condition is

C~(t&+ T) = {[i cos8 sin-', aT+cos-,'aT]C„(t&)
—[i sin8 sin-', aT exp(i&at&)]C, (t&) }

exp {i[-,'a) —(W~+W, )/2h]T },
(4)

C, (t~+ T) = {—[i sin8 sin2aT exp( —icetq) ]C~(tq)
+[—i cos8 sin-,'aT+cos-,'aT]C, (t&) }

exp.{i[ ', cd—-(W—r+ Wq)/2h]T },
where

cos8= (cdo —cd)/a, sin8= 2b/a,
(3)

a=[(~p cd)'+(2b)'7» c00=(H c W~)/h

That (4) is a solution of (3) can be confirmed readily by
substitution. A particular case of (4) occurs when b=0,
in which case
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C(2r+T) =
I
—[i sin8 sin-', ar exp( —f&o(r+ T))]
C~(r+ T)+[ i—cos8 sin-,'ar

+costar] Cq(r+T) I expIi[ —-', (u

—(W„+W,)/2/t)r}.

W'„= (1/T)Q„W„ I,ht I, (1/L)——p„W„gDL„
= space mean value of 8'„, (9)

with a similar interpretation for 5'~.
The elimination of the intermediate values of the C's

from Eqs. (8a—f) yields for C,(2r+ T),
(al)

(P„,,)A, =4 sin'8 exp( —y'-) y' sin'~
i2.y)

where y is the molecular velocity divided by the most
probable molecular velocity a= (2kT/m)».

The other interesting limit is that for frequencies so
(Sf) far from exact resonance that the quantity XL/(2ny)

is suSciently large that in averaging over the velocities
the rapidly varying factor sin'() L/ 2ay) can be replaced
by its average vs, lue of -'„while sin(XL/2') can be
replaced by its average value of zero. In this case we
have

C, (2 +rT) = 2f sin8[cos8 sin'-,'ar sin-,'XT
——,

' sinai cos-,'XT].exp I
—i[(-', co

+ (W„+Wq)/2h) (2r+ T)
+((W„—W,+W, W,)/—2/t)TjI, (10)

where
X= [(Wq —W„)/1'tj—co. (11)

It follows from Eq. (10) that the probability that the
system changes from state p to state q is

P, , =
~ C,

~

'=4 stn'8 sm'-,'ar [cos-', ) T cos ',ar-
—cos8 sin-,'XT sin-,'arj'. (12)

An important special case of this relation is that
corresponding to a nuclear magnetic moment of spin —,

'
with a gyromagnetic ratio g, in a fixed field of strength
Ho, with a weak field of strength H~ perpendicular to Ho
and rotating about Ho. In this case Eq. (12) applies with

Mo= gpoHO/b& X= Mp —(d,

2b =gt 0%/&= ~0Hz/Ho.

These results can be extended to higher spins by the use
of the Majorana formula, in the usual manner. '~

3. AVERAGE OVER MOLECULAR VELOCITY
DISTRIBUTIONS

For any particular dimensions of the experimental
apparatus, the transition probability (12) applies to
only a single molecular velocity, since the times T and
r are inversely proportional to the velocity. Hence (12)
must be averaged over the distribution of molecular
velocities occurring in the molecular beam. Without
loss of significant generality, this averaging can be
carried out most easily by performing it in but two
limiting cases. One of these is for frequencies so close
to resonance that ~s&0

—
a&~ is much less than ~2b~, in

which case Eq. (12), when integrated over the molecular
velocities with the usual molecular beam weighting
factor, becomes

(P,. )"=2~f exp(-y'). y'

f2blq f P.Lq.sin'] ( cos'~ ~dy, (14)
hay ) (2ay)

7 E. Majorana, Nuovo Cimento 9, 43 (1932).

I(p) = exp( —y') y'cos(P/y)dy.
JO

With this notation Eq. (14) becomes

pXL+4bl i ~P,L 4bl q—
(P„,,}.,=-,' ——,'l

I

n

while Eq. (15) becomes

+ ',I(XL/a) -,'I(4bl/a—),—(17)

(P„,,)A, = sin'8 (1——,
' sin'8) —

2 sin'28 I(cl/u)
—-', sin48 I(al/2n).

Both (17) and (18) depend on the value assumed for
the experimentally arbitrary parameter 2bl/n One.
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Flo. 2. Transition probability as a function of frequency.—Calculated near resonance. ———Calculated ofI' reso-
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( al 1
1—sin'"8 sin'~

) dy. (15)
(2~y)

The numerical work of evaluation of (14) and (15)
can be much simplified by first reducing the expressions
to sums and differences of the single integral function
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TABLE I. Comparison of theoretical and experimental resonance
widths.

width of the broad background maximum, these should
have the values

Theoretical value (kc)

1.16
2.2

24.0

Experimental value (kc)

1.2
2.3

30.0

(dv) g
=0.64u/L, (de)g ——1.23a/L,

(dv) g ——1.4a/l.

4. DISCUSSION

(22)

experimental criterion that is frequently used to fix
this parameter is that it is to be selected to make
(Iq, y)A a maximum at exact resonance (X=0). At
exact resonance (14) becomes

(P„,,)w, =2 ~ exp( —y') y'sin'(2bl/ay)dy, (19)

which is the same form as that to which the conven-
tional case discussed by Torrey' reduces at resonance
since his Kq. (7) then becomes the same as our Eq.
(19) except that his Po is replaced by 4bl/n. Torrey
shows that in his case (E,, „)A„ is a maximum for Po
= 1.200m. Therefore it will be a maximum in the present
case for

2bl/a =0 600~.
With this value the transition probability in the

immediate vicinity of resonance as given in (17) has
been plotted as the full line in Fig. 1 as a function of
(vo —v)L/u, where v= co/2s. For comparative purposes,
the theoretical transition probability with the con-
ventional molecular beam resonance method as cal-
culated by Torrey' is plotted with dashed lines on the
same curve.

Although the relation (20) will lead to the maximum
transition probability at resonance, if there is plenty
of beam intensity available a sharper though weaker
resonance can be obtained by using an even smaller
perturbation b. This corresponds physically to the fact
that with the weaker perturbation the slower molecules
are relatively more e6'ective than the fast ones and the
slow molecules are in the magnetic 6eld a longer time.
This result is shown by the dotted curve of Fig. 1 which
shows the theoretical transition probability with the
new method and with

2bl/a =0.200. (21)

As an indication of the general appearance of the
resonance over the entire resonance region, the transi-
tion probabilities from (17) and (18) are plotted on the
same graph in Fig. 2. The full line is the part of the
curve calculated from (17), the dashed line is from (18),
and the dotted portion of the curve is an interpolation
for the intermediate region in which neither (17)nor (18)
is valid.

If (dv)& is the half-width of the central sharp maxi-
mum, (dv)~ is the separation of the central maximum
from the nearest subsidiary maximum, and (dv) 3 is the

'b H. C. Torrey, Phys. Rev. 59, 293 (1941).
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Fn. 3. Experimentally observed reduction in beam intensity
as a function of frequency. Line 2,0 1,0 E39; H=1.5 gauss;Igy =8 ma; F=F —&F; F0=479.27 mc; total beam intensity=
216 cm.

~ P. Kusch (private communication).

These theoretical results can be compared with the
subsequent experimental observations by Kusch' on
potassium atoms in magnetic fields of about 1.5 gauss
as shown in Fig. 3. As can be seen, there is excellent
qualitative agreement between the above theory and
the subsequent experimental results. The asymmetry
between the position of the sharp resonances and of the
broad background is presumably due to the mean field
in the intermediate region of the magnet being di6'erent
from the values in the vicinity of the wires carrying the
oscillating current, whence X and coo —co become zero for
diferent values of co. In Table I the experimental and
theoretical values of the quantities in (22) are compared
The theoretical values are calculated from I.=24 cm,
l= 2.5 cm, and m=4.3X10' cm/sec. The agreement for
all except (dv)3 is excellent. The 20 percent disagree-
ment in the latter value is probably attributable to
experimental variations in the strength of the field in
the vicinity of the wires carrying the oscillating current.
The power of the method of separated oscillating fields
is well illustrated by these experimental curves. The
homogeneity of the magnetic field obtainable in this
experiment was such that the width of the broad
maximum approximately measures the precision that
could have been obtained with the earlier molecular
beam resonance methods, whereas with new method
provides a maximum whose width is about twenty
times less.

For many applications, the molecular beam resonance
method with separated oscillating 6elds is superior to the
conventional method in a number of ways. (1) The
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resonance peaks with the new method are only 0.6 as
broad as the corresponding ones with conventional
method and the same length of magnetic Geld. (2)
Unlike the earlier methods, with the new method the
sharpness of the peak is not reduced by non-uniformities
of the constant Geld since from (11)and (12) above it is
only the space average value of the energies which is
important. The 6eld must still be fairly uniform along
the height of the beam, but this is much more easily
achieved experimentally than is uniformity along the
length. This advantage of the new method is particu-

larly important and in many cases makes possible an
increase in precision of a factor of twenty or more.
(3) The new method is more convenient and effective at
very high frequencies where the wave-length may be
comparable to the length of the region in which the
energy levels are investigated. (4) The new method may
be applied to study energy levels of a system in a region
into which an oscillating field cannot be introduced;
for example, the Larmor precession frequency of
neutrons can be measured while they are inside a
magnetized iron block.
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An expression is developed for the magnetic field at a nucleus
resulting from the application of an external magnetic field to a
polyatomic molecule which has no resultant electron orbital or
spin angular momenta in the absence of the external field. The
field at the nucleus is not the same as the externally applied field
because of the field arising from the motion of the electrons in the
molecule. The expression for the electron contribution to the
magnetic Geld is shown to consist of two parts. The first is a simple
term that is similar to the diamagnetic correction developed by
Lamb for atoms. The second is a complicated one arising from
second-order paramagnetism and is analogous to the term de-
pendent on the high frequency matrix elements in the theory of
molecular diamagnetism. Under certain circumstances the second-

order paramagnetic term can become quite large. Since both of
these terms are altered when the same nucleus is in different
molecules, they at least partially and perhaps completely explain
the chemical eGect that has been reported by various observers
in measurements of nuclear moments. For linear molecules, the
second-order paramagnetic term is shown to be directly related
to the experimentally measurable spin-rotational magnetic inter-
action constant of the molecule. This relation is particularly
valuable in the important case of molecular hydrogen where it is
shown that the correction for second-order paramagnetism is—0.56X10 '. When this is added to the Lamb-type term as
calculated by Anderson, the total magnetic shielding constant for
molecular H2 becomes 2.68)(10 g.

I. INTRODUCTION
' 'N measurements of nuclear magnetic moments, a
~ - correction must be made for the magnetic field
arising from the motions of the molecular electrons
which are induced by the externally applied 6eld. For
example, the application of the external magnetic 6eld
produces a diamagnetic circulation of the electrons,
which in turn produces a magnetic 6eld at the nucleus,
so that the resultant 6eld in which the nuclear Larmor
frequency is measured divers from the applied 6eld by
a small but important amount. Since this shielding
6eld is proportional to the external field it cannot be
distinguished from it merely by varying the external
6eld. Until recently the correction has been made in
accordance with a theory developed by Lamb. ' This
theory is strictly applicable only to atoms since it
depends on the spherical symmetry of the electric 6eld
of the nuclear electrical potential. Kith the precision
available in nuclear moment experiments up unti1.

recently, this method of correction has been adequate
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even though most of the experiments have been per-
formed with molecules instead of atoms. This has been
true because the diamagnetic correction in light mole-
cules like hydrogen is so small as to have been neg-
ligible, while in molecules with heavy nuclei the dia-
magnetic correction is caused chieQy by the innermost
electrons and for these the problem is approximately
an atomic one. However, the atomic approximation is
no longer adequate in treating present experiments.
The precision of experiments with light nuclei such as
hydrogen has become so great (better than one part in
a million) that the diamagnetic correction (2/ parts in
a million in H2) is important. Furthermore, with
heavier nuclei the ratios of the resonance frequencies
for the same nucleus in diBerent molecules have been
measured with high precision and discrepancies have
been found by various observers' ' that are sometimes
called the chemical eBect. The change in diferent
molecular compounds of the electronic magnetic 6elds
described in this paper will at least be an important

W, D. Knight, Phys. Rev. 76 1260 (1949).' W. C. Dickinson, Phys. Rev. 78, 339 {1950).
4 F. Bloch (private communication).


